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ABSTRACT plant's electric output. POSITIVE uses a
combination of expert systems and adaptive

Due to the tremendous cost of building software to analyze the thermal performance of
�ew nuclear power plants, it has become a nuclear power plant. Historical data,
increasingly attractive to increase the power obtained while the plant was above 93%
output from the existing operating power power, is used to train neural networks to
plants. There are two options that may be determine the current electric output of the
available to accomplish this goal. One option is plant. Once sufficiently trained, new data can
to uprate the plant through licensing modifica- be processed through the neural network. The
tion for a comfortably achievable goal of 4% to neural network first determines the electric
6%. However, the licensing efforts required output associated with the current data. If the
are no small task, vary from plant to plant, and actual power matches the power predicted by
may take years to accomplish. Some nuclear the network, the neural network can be used to
power plants may not have this option because determine which plant systems and components
of design, environmental, political, or should be manipulated to increase electric
geographical limitations. A second option output. Each parameter from the current data is
exists that is simpler and more immediate. It replaced, one at a time, with an optimum value
focuses on improving the plant operating found among a the data used to train the
conditions using adaptive software that could neural networks. Each new data record, with
increase the total plant output by approximately one altered parameter, is then processed
one-half percent by adjusting certain key through the neural network, which calculates a
operating parameters. No design basis predicted electric output. lese predictions are
analyses, hardware modifications, or licensing then ranked by order of increased electric
changes are required. In fact, this technique output. Thermal Performance Engineers then
can be used on a plant that has aready obtained review and perform selected recommendations
licensing modification to obtain an additional
one-half percent on top of the 4. to 6 An initial feasibility study was recently
increase. completed. The next phase of the project is the

creation of a demonstration application to be
Public Service Electric & Gas and ARD tested at Salem Nuclear Generating Station.

Corporation are jointly investigating the
creation of a Plant Optimization System, called 1.0 INTRODUCTION
POSITIVE. POSITIVE is an adaptive software
tool that enables a user to analyze current plant Improving plant efficiency is a high
data to identify potential problem areas and to priority in nuclear generating stations, yet many
obtain recommendations for increasing the relationships governing efficient operation are
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not readily understandable. Recent develop- for Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2.
ments in applied adaptive software technology However, this technology and approach can be
suggest that this software is capable of applied to any electric generating station.
determining the subtle interrelationships in Salem Unit 2 is a 3600 MWt, Westinghouse
plant operation to identify inefficiency. designed PWR. Salem began commercial
Artificial neural networks, using historical data operation in October, 1981. Data is obtained
for training, can process real-time information on a daily basis from a Westinghouse
and direct the user to potential problems within PRODAC 250, or P250, process control
the plant computer. The P250 can monitor up to 349

different parameters throughout the plant.
'Me initial approach used for the Plant These monitored parameters from one moment

Optimization System, or POSrrP[F- is to obtain in time are saved as one record four times per
data from Salem four times daily from the plant day for use in training the neural networks.
computer for a three month period while the
generating station is operating above 93% 2.0 NEURAL NETWORKS
power. This data is re-verified and grouped
into two sets. The first set comprises 80-90% Neural networks, or artificial neural
of the data to form a 'training' set. The networks, have been designed to imitate some
remainder is grouped to form a 'validation' set. properties of the living nervous system.
A neural network is trained, where the target Hence, they are characterized in terms of a set
output of the network is the plant's electric of very simple, neuron-like computational
output. During training, each record from the elements which are massively interconnected to
'training' set is presented to the network. The form a network capable of performing complex
error, which is the actual electric power minus computations. Computations in such a
the predicted electric power, is then used to network are carried out in parallel with each
alter the network by a predetermined algorithm. element operating concurrently. The output of
At set times, records from the 'validation' set each element, or node, is typically a non-linear
are presented for testing. During this testing, transform of the weighted sum of its inputs.
the network is not aowed to adjust based on The actual computation carried out by the
the error. The network that produces the network is determined by the weight values for
lowest error on the validation set is then the interconnections between nodes and the
locked' (not allowed to alter itself as records non-linear weighting function employed.
are presented) and reviewed for accuracy on all
data obtained. Te neural network is integrated A typical network is shown in Figure .
with a graphical user interface (GUI) and The input signal, which for POSITIVE are
expert system shell to form POSITIVE. various sensor values for one moment in time,
POSrITVE processes the data through its neural is fed into the first layer of the neural network.
network and if valid recommendations can be In PSITIVE, each node is consistently fed the
obtained they are displayed to the user. The same variable. In Figure 1, the fst input node
user can then act upon those recommendations is system pressure. A weighting function, wij,
that are deemed to give the best possible is then applied to each input value as it is sent
results. As more data is collected for analysis, to the individual elements of the next layer. All
the new plant data can be added to the training inputs received at a node are summed as
and validation groups to re-train the neural another weighting function is applied before it
network to maintain the network in an up-to- is passed on to each node in the next (in this
date state. This continual retraining of the case, final) layer. POSITIVE uses a three layer,
neural network ensures that the network will fully interconnected backpropagation network
adapt to changes in the plant that result from where the last layer is the predicted electric
day-to-day operation, wear-and-tear, equip- output. A fully inter-connected neural network
ment outages, as well as environmental is one where each node sends an output to
changes such as seasonal temperature every node in the next layer.
variations.

During typical neural network training,
POSITIVE work is being performed specifically the network is presented with a series of input
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Figure 1: A Typical Neural Network

'records' or 'vectors,' each paired with a minimal). Most analysis codes require massive
desired output or target value. Varioup learning changes to adapt from plant to plant. Second,
algorithms exist which specify ihow the being adaptive in nature, the neural networks
network weights are adjusted to minimize the can easily be re-trained in response to minor or
overall eror between the computed output and major plant changes. Most analysis codes have
target value. Propagatoim a neural network relationships and equations hard-coded, where
development system created by ARD, is being modification requires more detailed analyses
used to train the neural networks for PSrnV& and programmers for recompilation. Mese
Once a network has learned a mapping, it may two advantages summarize an important
be used for direct classification or for feature difference btween typical expert systems and
extraction using unfwnffiu input. adaptive software: neural networks can be

viewed as an Input-Output process. The actual
2.1 BENEFrrs OF NEURAL NETWORKS relationships defining plant operation need not

be explicitly deduced to create a neural network
Adaptive software, such as neural capable of 'understanding' plant operation and

networks, provide several key advantages over capable of making accurate recommendations
fast running thermal performance codes. First, for iproving plant performance. The training
neural networks can be easily adapted from process aows the neural network to deduce
plant to plant. If historical data exists, the time relationships that govern plant operation. This
required to tain a neural network and integrate is significant since the actual relationships may
it into an existing shell is minimal (Less than not be known. Even though the actual
one day of computer time, plus time to relationships may not be kown, a network can
correctly format the data, which should be be reviewed and tested for accuracy. Other
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advantages of neural networks are the time four times daily from the P250 process
required to perform calculations and the self- computer. The P250 has the ability to monitor
validating feawre. Since data can be processed 349 different plant parameters. At Salem Unit
through the network in a fraction of a second, 2, 181 parameters were eventually identified
continuous, on-line analysis is possible and for use in training neural networks. Not all the
recommended. In addition, as plant changes parameters were used since many would not be
occur, new data can be collected for periodic useful in identifying thermal inefficiencies.
re-training of the neural networks. By
expanding the learning base of the network, the The data was grouped into training and
network's performance will improve. Finally, validation sets and formatted for training. The
neural networks are extremely noise tolerant. data was scaled between 0.0 and 1.0 prior to
If data used in a network is noisy (e.g. data use in the network. This scaling, or normal-
with +/- 5 eor), the network performance is ization of data, prevents the weights between
not significantly reduced. nodes from becoming too small. he first

network contained 294 parameters (the number
With proper development, it is possible was later reduced to 181 parameters) with 20

to create neural networks that contain the hidden nodes. The number of hidden nodes
'intelligence' of a human expert. While this was varied to witness the effect on accuracy.
may sound idealistic, the neural networks in Thirty hidden nodes performed slightly better
application like POSITIVE, can actually perform than other networks. The final network was a
better than their human counterparts since the fully-interconnected back-propagation network
network can recognize more complex with 181 input nodes, 30 hidden nodes, and
relationships in plant operation. In addition, one output node. The error associated with the
the networks can look at more data simulta- networks was less than 02%, but this meant
neously to fd relationships and problems. an average error of 2 MWe which was higher
However, it is not a goal of the POSITIVE than acceptable.
project to replace thermal performance
engineers or to lessen their impact on the plant, Several networks were trained in this
but rather to provide a tool that will enhance configuration to identify inconsistencies in
their performance. All recommendations network training. Several were noted,
created by POSITIVE, or any software tool, indicating that the networks were not properly
should be checked by a thermal performance trained. Upon investigation, it was determined
engineer prior to implementation. that many of the 294 input parameters were not

providing real values from the P250. These
3.0 POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT were eliminated from the training and validation

records. Additionally, testing indicated that
As with most projects, the first step many parameters had little or no effect when

must be to define clear goals. For POSITIVE, attempting to predict electric power; these were
the goal is to create a new tool that will assist a also eliminated. 'Mere exist several methods to
thermal performance engineer to improve the determine if an input parameter has an affect on
net electric generation capacity of the plant the prediction being made. Perhaps the
without plant design modification. Secondary simplest, yet fairly accurate method, is to set all
considerations include limiting developmental input parameters to except for the parameter
costs, maximizing portability from platform to of interest, which is set to 1. If the magnitude
platform and plant to plant, and creating a of the network output with such an input vector
system that can adapt to changes that occur in a is large, chances are that the input parameter set
plant on a fairly regular basis. to 1.0 has a significant effect when predicting

electric output. If the magnitude is small, it
3.1 NETWORK TRAINING probably does not have a significant effect.

With the goals defined and neural A new network was trained with 181
networks selected as the development tool, data parameters. The resultant eror was less than
was required to begin the investigation. 0 I% which corresponds to an average error of
Performance engineers at Salem obtained data, less than I MWe, which met the pre-defined
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criteria. Additionally, training of several gives a relative importance of the input
networks were consistent, indicating that the parameter. The fourth method developed
neural network had found the optimum solution involves changing one parameter's value in
each time. The networks were determined to every day's record to a maximum and a
be similar by analyzing the results of all the minimum. Examining the results across every
training and validation records used. In each record in the 'training' file to find a relative
network, the predictions were very close to the importance for each parameter. This last
actual and to each other. The testing scheme of method can yield the best information, but is
replacing all input parameters with 0.0 except too slow and cumbersome to be useful except
for one parameter of interest was again used to during initial network development. All
determine if corresponding parameters had the methods described above work adequately
same importance in each network. This was well, but would not provide proper direction to
done for all 181 parameters. The results a typical user to be useful. A better analysis
indicated that each network weighed corre- method is described below.
sponding parameters equivalently.

The total time required for network 3.2.2 ANALYSIS METHOD
training was less than 12 hours per network on
a 68030-based Macintosh computer. This time During anticipated operation, the user
could easily drop to 3 hours on more powerful would gather one set of data and feed it to the
computers. neural network. he network would predict

the electric output for the given data. The user
3.2 NETWORK TESTING can compare this prediction with the actual

electric output. If the two values are close, it
With a successfully trained network, indicates that the neural network 'understands'

testing remained by creating actual recommen- the current state of the plant. The user would
dations from the network using current data then direct the computer to analyze the data and
and comparing those recommendations with a list the parameters that could be altered to
thermal performance engineer's recommenda- increase the electric output. The analysis
tions. Four testing methods and one analysis method used to determine which parameters to
method were initially investigated. Two alter is discussed below.
analysis methods are the subject of on-going
research. This method involves taking one data

record and creating 2 times new records,
3.2.1 PRELIMINARY TESTING where 'n' is the number of input parameters in

the neural network. For example, in this
Examining the network and making the network there am 181 input parameters, so 362

results useful to a potential operator is a very (181 x 2 new input sets were created and
difficult task. Four different testing methods analyzed in conjunction with the original data
for interpreting the neural networks were set. The format of the new input sets is shown
investigated, several of which are commonly in Table 1, where 'real' indicates that the value
used in neural network analysis. For the first for the specified parameter is not altered;
method, the input data can be dithered (altered) Minimum' indicates that the real parameter
uniformly and fed to the network. Ile change value is replaced with the minimum value seen
in the output gives a relative importance of each by the network for that parameter in the taining
input parameter. In the second method, the set; and 'Maximum' indicates that the real
weights associated with each input can be listed value is replaced by the maximum value seen
and examined. The size of the weight by the network for that parameter in the training
(magnitude) roughly corresponds to the set. These minimum and maximum values are
importance of the input. Te third method determined by examining all the data records
involves setting all the inputs to 'zero' used in training the neural network.
(minimum relative value in the network) and
setting one input to I (maximum relative value These 'modified' input sets are then fed
in the network). The magnitude of the output to the neural network. Since the input set is
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Table 1. Formatting Data for Testing

Input Pattern Parameter I EZ Pi PA U ... lu
I real real real real real ... real
2 Minimum real real real real ... real
3 Maximum real real real real ... real
4 real Minimum real real real ... MO
5 real Maximum red real red Mai
6 real Mal Minimum Mai MO ... real
7 real mg Maximum real real real

361 real real real real real Minimum
362 Mai real real mg real ... Maximum

slightly different in each case, the output of the significantly upsetting normal operations of the
neural network will vary. These 'predictions' plant. Unalterable parameters and parameters
from the modified input sets are then coupled that are not generally altered are removed from
with the name of the parameter modified and the final list presented to the user. If the user
the manner in which it is modified. The wanted to see all recommendations, even those
predicted outputs are then listed in descending which they can not alter, a separate window
order. Table 2 is a partial listing of a record can be called for review.
modified and tested.

4.0 POSITIVE REQUIREMENTS
It is extremely important to recognize

that the recommended values have already been POSITIVE is not processor intensive.
seen in the plant data and are not unrealistic. Initial development of POSITIVE took place on
Each value occurred in the data used in network a 20 MHz, 68030-based Macintosh.
training. When a minimum value is Development was switched to a SUN
recommended, it is one that has already SPARCStation 2GX. ARD's neural network
occurred in the plant; not an arbitrary, development software Propagatofm was used
unrealistically low value. Also, the results to develop the neural networks and would be
listed will not likely be the same for each day's used for subsequent retraining. PSITIVE can
data. The recommendations will change as the be developed or ported to virtually any
plant changes. computer platform due to the relatively

simplistic operation of neural networks, the fast
'Me results of performing the below processing speed of even low-end persona

recommendations would be an increase of computers, and the high portability of the C
15.12 MWe if realized. However, the effect of programming language in which PSITIVE was
carrying out the above recommendations would developed. Only portions of the GUI would
certainly not be cumulative due to the need to be modified to complete transfer of
interactions between parameters that were not POSITIVE to a different platform.
accounted for during the testing. Accounting
for such dependencies is a subject of future 4.1 USING POSITIVE
investigation. It is likely that PSITIVE will
allow a user to increase the electric output of From a user standpoint, POSITIVE is
the plant by 36 MWe on average. A second extremely easy to use. An operator can be
problem with the above recommendations is taught how to use and interpret POSITIVE in
that the operator can not perform all the less than one hour. Maintaining the neural
recommendations. Many parameters can not be networks up-to-date is also made simple
altered and some can not be altered without through utilities provided to system managers.
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Table 2 Recommendations created by POSITIVE

Parameter Name Actual Value Altered Value Result Changc (MWe)
2 IB FeedWater Heater 116.50 degF 95.6 degF +3.22
22 Condensate Pump Suction 112.43 degF 89.95 degF +2.77
East (I 1) Condensate BackPressure 1.00 in-Hg -0.13 in-Hg +2.50
21A FeedWater Heater Drain 115.96 degF 97.08 degF +2.47
26B FeedWater Heater Drain 378.73 degF 387.78 degF +1.50
LP2 Extr to 21 FWH 5.59 psia 1.94 psia +1.43
#23 LP Turbine Exhaust Hood 117.23 degF 100.50 degF +1.23

OriginalPrediction: 1125.09; Actual Electric Output: II 25.26

4.1.1 NORMAL OPERATION 90% reactor power, POSITIVE should not be
used. Updating requires roughly 2 to 4 hours

When POSITIVE is first started, the of computer time depending on the computer
user is presented with a dialog, prompting the used and the number of records used for
user to select the data with which to work. taining and validation.
Historical data or current data may be used.
Normally, new data will be chosen. If on-line If the user proceeds with analysis,
data collection is possible, POSITIVE will POSITIVE will automatically create testing cases
obtain data from the plant; otherwise, the user to process through the neural network. The
must provide the data from a diskette. Once the result of each case will be listed for the user in
data is obtained, POSITIVE will verify that all a separate window. The user can view these
data points are valid, either by using existing recommendations altogether, separated by
verification procedures available external to systems, or separated by user defined groups.
POSITIVE) or by ensuring that a data is within The user has an option to show only those
range. It is not a goal of the POSITIVE project parameters that can be manipulated directly by
to create new sensor validation procedures and an operator. The information displayed
algorithms, but existing procedures and includes the parameter which should be altered,
packages can be incorporated into POSITIVE. the target value, and the resultant change in

electric output. It is important to reiterate that
Once the data has been pre-processed, the resulting increases in electric power output

it is next processed through the neural network, are not cumulative. However, current research
which will attempt to 'predict' the current into improved testing methods indicate that
electric output of the plant. POSITIVE will methods are available that would provide more
display the prediction as well as the current accurate recommendations. This work is
actual electric output. If the pediction is within discused in Section .
I MWe PSITIVE allows the user to proceed
with the analysis. If the prediction is 4.1.2 UPDATING NEURAL NETWORKS
inaccurate, the user can obtain new data and
repeat the process or examine the data to see if One of the largest benefits that a
some data is inaccurate and causing the complete adaptive software program offers is
network predictions to be inaccurate. If all data the ability for the software to be updated by the
is valid and the network is inaccurate, it user or system manager to account for changes
suggests that the current state of the plant is not occurring in the plant. Eventually, changes in
understood by the network or that the networks the plant will dictate that the networks be
have become outdated and should be updated altered or retrained. Retraining is a feature that
by the system manager. It is unlikely that the is built into the PSITIVE system.
network will not recognize a current plant state.
However, if the plant is in a transient or below During the course of normal use,
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POSITIVE collects data from the plant for The current testing method involves
analysis. This data can be added to the data changing one parameter at a time and finding
archives When the system manager wants to the resultant predicted electric power. This
retrain the networks, the manager can remove technique does not account for interrelation-
old data (e.g. data one year old or older) and ships between parameters. Changing one
add the new data to the remaining archives The parameter may change several oher parameters
data is split into two groups as in the initial in the plant that are also used as network
training, a training set and a validation set. A inputs. Statistical methods are being applied to
neural network development package is built data to help determine the major dependencies
into PSITIVE to aow for this retraining. in the data used for neural network training.

Retraining will take less time than the Another improvement would be to
initial ti-ining because it alters the old networks reduce the number of parameters. The current
rather than building completely new network. networks looks at over 100 parameters. It is
Updating should be performed every 2 to 6 envisioned that the optimum network may
months and will take roughly 2 to 4 hours. contain only about 100 mostly independent
The updated networks are automatically entered plant variables. Reducing the number of
into PSITIVE by the system manager. variables simplifies several aspects. First,

network training, testing, and normal operation
5.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS will take less time. Less emphasis will be

needed on finding dependencies since only
There are several areas that can be those parameters that are fairly independent will

improved in POSITIVE. Perhaps the area be used. Finally, by emphasizing those
deserving the most attention is the development parameters that can be altered by an operator,
of a better testing method. There are two the final recommendations will contain a better
testing methods that are being investigated. listing of controllable parameters.
The fst is to determine what the value of each
parameter should be to get the most power out 6.0 CONCLUSION
oftheplanL Tluswouldbedoneby addinga
one node layer before the original input layer POSITIVE's initial development was
?n a previously trained network. All weights completed in late 1992. It is anticipated that the
in the network, except those going from the system will be operational in mid-1994.
new first layer to alterable parameters in the Additional systems should take only 4 man-
second layer (previous input layer), will be months to develop. This short development
fixed. A value of one will be fed to the input time can be attributed to the nature of neural
node with an associated target electric output networks and advances in cross-platform
value (i.e. he target output value might be computing. The total cost of the first system
1175 MWe if the plant normally generates 1160 can be recouped in roughly 3 months of
MWe). 'Me target output should be attainable. operation at the higher electric capacities that
If the network can not converge, this target POSITIVE will enable. For additional systems
output should be lowered. Weights from the at plants similar to those already running
first layer to the original input layer that are POSITIVE, the investment can be recouped in
associated with unalterable parameters used in under 2 months.
the original network would be fixed at their
current value, so only weights associated with
operator controlled parameters would be
allowed to adjust themselves. The resulting
weights would correspond to the recommended
values for controllable parameters in order to
obtain the higher target electric output. This
technique has not been attempted since a special
neural network code must be written.
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